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Introduction

In 10th March 2020, the whole world faces a globally dangerous 
random attack by specific, enveloped, nonsegmented, single-strand 
RNA viruses termed as Coronavirus [1,2]. The Challenge attack story 
started, in December 2019 when the World Health Organization)
WHO( in China Wuhan state received information regarding some 
cases were detected of pneumonia of unknown aetiology [3] and 
extracting a novel coronavirus from lower respiratory tract sample of 
many cases. This novel beta coronavirus presently named 2019 novel 
coronavirus (2019-nCoV) [4].

Since February 26, COVID-19 is found in many countries (34), 
a total of 2,700 deaths an 80,239 laboratory-confirmed patients [5].

Evidence-based articles showed that family settings and hospitals 
were the main causes of the virus individual transmission [6-10]. This 
constitutes an emergency of public health in the global context as the 
WHO declared [11].
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Cross infection in dentistry has particular attention for 
many infectious diseases as hepatitis or AIDS. Now a day in such 
exceptional situations where COVID virus gripped the countries 
leaving sadness with extraordinary mortality rate [12,13]. Cross 
infection considered high between dental practitioners and patients 
with different causes [14].

Great efforts are taken place to comprise the disease spread 
by different wide range institutions but despite these efforts, the 
outbreak is rising quickly because of the social gathering patterns of 
this infection. Covid19 has been considered as a zoonotic infection, 
similar to diverse infections of coronavirus, is thought to be originated 
in pangolins and bats, then, it was transmitted to human beings [15].

When the virus “Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2)” is transmitted 
to persons’ body is plentifully presented secretions of salivary and 
nasopharyngeal of patients. It is believed that the spread is respiratory 
contact/droplet in nature [15].

Abstract

Objective: Authors aim here to high light important distinctive information with the guidelines which should be known and practiced in these 
challenged situations. These done by give brief overview on the epidemiology, symptoms and routes of transmission of this unique infection. As well, 
specific recommendations for dental practice are suggested for patient screening, infection control strategies and patient management protocol. Finally 
we high lighting the protection mode followed in my governorate to avoid the dissemination of the crisis.

Material and Method: Citation of more than 75 articles discuss corona virus dilemma which attacks widely different countries, we arranging and assess 
the information in brief method. Dentists with regardless to different specialty can be source of outbreak of such serious disease.

Conclusion: Protection of public in an intensive crisis such as Corona virus disaster are responsibilities of all with no exception starting from individuals 
themselves and ending with the Prime Minister. Its logical from the evidence based research that dealing with the crisis is challenge to all, moreover is 
imperative to improve current real strategies for anticipation and protection.

Highlight

COVID attacks are life threatening for patients similar to fire in wildfire.

Dentists Role in COVID Virus crisis outbreak is highly substantial.

Dentists are liable to handle their role in prevention and protection.

Dental care providers need to be aware for tackling any impending crisis challenge.
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North Carolina department of health and human declares that 
“Dental providers have an important role in the overall effort to 
contain COVID-19, and those who work in local health departments 
and health clinics are essential to ensuring that care is available to 
high-risk members of our community” [16].

Dentists with regardless of a different speciality can be a source of 
an outbreak of such serious disease. For that, we aim here to high light 
important distinctive information with the guidelines which should be 
known and practised in these challenging situations. These were done 
by giving a short sketch on the routes of transmission, symptoms and 
epidemiology, of this exclusive infection. As well, some suggestions 
were given regard to patient management protocol, patient screening, 
dental practices and infection control strategies. Finally, in this article 
we high lighting the protection mode followed in my governorate to 
avoid the dissemination of the crisis.

Materials and Method

Assessment of 75 article discuss COVID Virus through network 
services. Authors analyzed articles in three axes; these are general 
information with guidelines that should known by dentist, role of 
dentists in preventing transmission, proved protections protocol 
published in articles. Excluding about 30 articles not specified on 
COVID Virus. Screening approved web page, publish documents, 
published systemic reviews, in press articles.

Ethical Approval

Compliance with ethical standards as its review, no ethical 
approval need.

Epidemiologic Characteristics

Types

Coronaviruses were called so because of their surface’s spikes 
which looks like a crown (Figure 1). Its Firstly was determined in 
the middle of sixties -1960s. Four common human coronaviruses 
which can attack humans which are: HKU1 (beta coronavirus), 
OC43 (beta coronavirus), 229E (alpha coronavirus), and NL63 (alpha 
coronavirus). Other human types which occur newly are SARS-CoV-2 
(COVID-19, or the novel coronavirus 2019 ) SARS-CoV (SARS or the 

beta coronavirus that causes the severe acute respiratory syndrome, 
or) and the final disseminated dangerous type MERS-CoV (MERS or 
the beta coronavirus that causes Middle East Respiratory Syndrome, 
or) [17].

Transmission Mode

Genetic and epidemiological research confirmed that COVID 
dissemination is transmitted from human-to-human spread after the 
single animal-to-human transmission [18,19] Interpersonal contact 
transmission has been proved to be the main source for outbreak 
specifically with respiratory droplets [20]. Consequently, sneezing 
or coughing of the infected patient is capable distribute virus aerial 
ending potentially which transmit the virus to the close people and 
infect them with. Articles advocate that approximately 6 feet radius 
needed for protection [15].

Inanimate objects also can be considered as another important 
transmission route specifically if it’s nearby to infected person 
respiratory droplets through sneeze or cough. Latest reports think that 
the virus can withstand for nine days on a hard surface like metal or 
plastic [15].

Studies approve that Virus has a great ability to connect to 
human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE-2) positive cells that 
concentrated abundantly in salivary gland [21]. For that saliva also 
can play a role in transmission in the dental office setting [22].

Naso-Oropharyngeal droplets ordinarily associated with saliva. 
Distance dissemination for larger droplets could influence nearby 
subjects, and, vice versa, smaller droplets can infect the long-distance 
subjects [8,23].

Various researches warned that asymptomatic persons can also be 
a source of the outbreak. This has been approved in tow studies done 
in China, Italy and Japan were viruses disseminated as like wildfire 
51%, 44% and 0.06% of the laboratory-confirmed cases [24-26].

International mission reports of the World Health Organization 
stated in that majority of the cases (75%) of newly infected patients 
will be developed to be the clinical disease, based on Chinese data 
[27].

Published case reports focus on pre-symptomatic transmission 
proportion estimated is around 48% and 62% [28] which expected to 
be based on a shorter serial interval of COVID-19 [4.0 to 4.6 days] 
rather than the mean incubation period (five days) recorded in 
symptomatic cases as secondary transmission detected [29].

Rothe C. stated in his article that till know its unproved that 
recovered patients can be a source of transmission of disease [8].

Age, Gender and Existing Medical Condition Risk

Generally speaking, all age group are susceptible for infection this 
estimated by the current observations in hospitals all over the worlds 
with priorities to medically compromised people above 60 years of 
age, males frequently considered at high risk and death [30-34].

In a study done by Wei-Jie Guan [35] describe that “the median 
age was 47.0 years (IQR, 35.0 to 58.0), and 41.9% were females. 0.9% Figure 1: Crown-like spikes of Corona Virus (COVID 19). Cited from Charles Shepherd 

[70].
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of the patients were aged below 15 years. For clinical manifestation 
fever (87.9%) and cough (67.7%) were the most common symptoms, 
whereas diarrhoea (3.7%) and vomiting (5.0%) were rare. 25.2% of 
patients had at least one underlying disorder (i.e., hypertension, 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)”.

Tobacco-users/smokers and those with hypertension are expected 
to be with high risk too, this can be attributed to the fact of ACE 2 
expression in the tissues of the lungs maximize with age, hypertensive 
treatment, and users of tobacco,-. Thus, it’s critical to state that 
tobacco-users are possibly a vulnerable group for COVID-19 [36-39].

Clinical observation also indicates that children experience mild 
clinical manifestations despite that they are likely to be infected as 
adults, [24,40]. World Health Organization highlighted that cases 
that are less than 19 years old constitute 2.4% of the overall infected 
patients in China [as of 20 February 2020]. A few portions of this 
group have a critical disease (0.2%) or developed severe (2.5%) [34]. 
On the whole, medically compromised older ages were associated 
with poorer prognosis [41-44].

Health care workers are also vulnerable to be infected as a study 
done by L. Meng analyzed 138 hospitalized infected cases who have 
the virus in Wuhan, in the early epidemic stage 40 (29%) are health 
care workers [10,41,43].

Incubation Period

This period of infection is able to last for 14 d although at 
start of attack of disease the incubation period expected to be 5 to 
6 d on average. To date the fourteen days consider the regularly 
adopted period for quarantine and medical observation of (possible) 
exposed cases [45]. Moreover incubation period of patients as well 
asymptomatic patients are evidenced to be carriers in some articles to 
be another sources for outbreak [8,18].

Clinical Manifestations

According to recent studies [35,44] most of the of COVID-19 
patients with considered as moderately mild cases while sever 
cases among all patients was 15% to 25%. Fever, fatigue, dry cough, 
breath shortness , and irregular symptoms, like headache, vomiting 
diarrhea sore throat, confusion, and muscle pain [35,46] are descried 
in literature. Bilateral pneumonia [35,43] 1/4 and 1/3 of Wuhan 
hospitalized cases developed serious complications, like shock, 
arrhythmia, acute respiratory distress syndrome need urgent intensive 
care unit [32,43,46].

Diagnosis

Epidemiologic information basically travelling history is one of 
the important factor in diagnosis here (for example a travel history 
or residence in the affected area two weeks before the symptoms 
start), As any disease condition clinical manifestation, Radiographical 
findings in specific CT imaging, and blood, saliva laboratory sample 
tests These diagnostic rules are determined based on the standards of 
Chinese National Health Commission or World health Organization 
to of either the WHO [47,48].

Salivary diagnosis platforms need to emphasis as some strains of 
the virus were discovered in saliva even 29 days after the case reported 
[49,50]. Samples of saliva can be gathered in cases who present with 
oropharyngeal secretions as a symptom [51,52]. Table 1 explains list of 
questioner used for scheduled patients for endoscope procedure; these 
questioners prepared to evaluate or screen the COVID virus in these 
scheduled patients. We think it’s liable to be applied for dental patients 
too as initial screening purposes.

Treatment

To date, there no evidence was found from random control trials to 
suggest special anti-CoV treatments; only supportive administration 
of COVID-19 is established [41]. Presently, the COVID-19 approach 
is sourcing control of infection; control and prevention transmission 
risks; isolation and early diagnosis for infected patients [43] these are 
major roles for outbreak control.

Wei-jie Guan [35] stated that intravenous antibiotics, mechanical 
ventilation and oxygen therapy; and overall were initiated in 35.8%, 6.1%, 
57.5%, and 38.0%, of infected cases , correspondingly. These therapies 
have been taken in noticeably high percentages of hard cases (all P<0.05).

Dentist Role

Dental Clinic as Possible Transmission Route of Infection

Robinson Sabino [23] in his published study consider dental 
procedures are high risk procedure as airborne inhalation of aerosols 
and particles practiced during dentist steps on COVID-19 infected 
cases make dentists exposed closely and directly to the virus. 
Consequently, it is vital for dentists to take protection techniques 
to stop the infection of COVID-19. In this article we discuss the 
preventive policies should be well known for dentist by focusing on 
placement of patient, hygiene of hands, personal protective equipment 
(PPE), and caution in performing procedures of aerosol-generating.

Name:            Date:
Date of Birth:
COVID Screening Questioners Yes No

In the past 14 days, have you or any household member travel to area with known cases of COVID V. infection

In the past 14 days, have you or any household member had contact with known cases of COVID V. infection

have you or any household member had history of exposure to COVID biologic materials

In the past 14 days, have you had history of fever

In the past 14 days, have you had any symptoms as cough, diarrhea, difficulties in breathing, nausea, body ach, extra….

Urgent Dental Need Question (Do you have Un controlled dental or oral pain, infection, swelling, or bleeding or trauma in your mouth)

Table 1: COVID Screening Questioners cited from Amber Ather [15].
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clinics and hospitals rotate with high speed with running water, when 
its used in patient’s oral cavity generating, a big amount of droplets and 
aerosol mixed with saliv or blood of patients As the size of these aerosols 
and droplets particle is small, they can stay for long period before settle 
on environmental surfaces or entering the respiratory tract This, explain 
spread of the 2019-nCoV in dental clinics and hospitals.

Contact Spread

Cleveland, J. L. et al. in his article advocate that contact spread also 
one of transmission ways of virus in dental clinics as commonly dental 
professional are contact directly or indirectly with patient materials, 
saliva, blood, , and contaminated environmental surfaces or dental 
instruments [58].

Contaminated Surfaces Spread

Articles estimated that contaminated surfaces spread of different 
species of Coronavirus is able to last on surfaces like plastic metal or 
glass, for 14 days [56,61]. Thus, polluted surfaces which are contacted 
frequently in healthcare places are a potential.

Patient Management and Prevention of Nosocomial 
Infection

Coronavirus outbreak causes extraordinary public health challenge 
for all individual in various names. Responsibilities of outbreak and 
protection of people from such disasters infection are rests on each 
person starting with individuals, society, states, health and non-
governorates institutions even military actors. All precautions and 
management of the Wuhan crisis are on previous outbreak experience 
of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV and its related disease (COVID-19).

We briefly highlight the significant evidence needed to be 
known by dentist as they have essential role in transmission. Dental 
professionals should follow specific procedures for management pf 
their patient’s in COVID-19 epidemic period.

One of the most important recommendations is to delay minor 
procedures for at minimum, three weeks exclusively, dentist provide 
emergencies American Dental Association recommended in March 
16, 2020, list of advices for dental procedures [15].

We explain earlier that one of important route of transmission 
is airborne particles in noso-oral-pharyngeal area. To, K. et al. [53] 
reported that viral culture method used to detect presence of live 
viruses in infected persons and virus can live up to 29 days in saliva 43 
this related to specific characters of COVID virus which has th ability 
to utilize ACE2 effectively as a receiver to invade cells, that possibly 
be similar to type of transmission “human-to-human” [54]. ACE2 
abundantly present along the respiratory tract, beside that salivary 
gland duct cell morphologically also compatible and approved to be 
a class early targets for 2019-nCoV as well as previously discovered 
SARSCoV infection [55].

From this point of view dental professionals and their patients 
couldn’t protect themselvesfrom pathogenic microorganisms both 
bacteria and viruses which manifest within the respiratory tract and 
oral cavity. In these exceptional circumstances, professionals dentist 
care hold the infection risk of 2019-nCoV because of the specificity 
of the profession dealing, including communication type with patient 
which is “face-to-face” instruments handling, blood, saliva, , exposure.

Through inhalation of microorganisms of airborne that last in the 
air for long time [56] oral fluids, blood , or direct dealing with patient 
materials [57]. Coughing and talking with an infected persons and 
persuade a short distance without a mask can induce transmission 
of droplets and aerosols containing microorganisms dental settings 
[58,59].

In addition contaminated instruments and/or environmental 
surfaces indirect contact [60] These are the specific method of 
dissemination involved in an infected individual in dental clinics and 
hospitals especially during the outbreak of 2019-nCoV.

Airborne Spread

Many literatures discuss the hard acute respiratory syndrome caused 
by coronavirus airborne spread of SARS-Cov. Dental researches explain 
that several steps that dentist practice can make droplets and aerosols 
are polluted with virus [58,60]. Moreover Airborne spread of 2019-
nCoV are the biggest distress in hospitals and dental clinics (Figure 2). 
Beside patients breathing and cough of patients whether infected or not. 
Dental hand piece and turbines devices with, it’s widely use in dental 

Figure 2: Transmission Routes in Dental Clinics and Hospitals. Cited from Xian Peng [71].
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Initial Screening

We explain previously that early diagnosis COVID-19 infection 
is crucial for both prevent dissemination transmission and early 
management and isolation of suspected individuals. Focus on 
travelling to infected area and symptoms of flue presence (any febrile 
respiratory illness). Tracking of reporting cases can be done through 
many public sources (Figure 3).

Depending on answer; dental professional can manage. Positive 
response to questions is able to advance early worry and prefer 
to defer minor dentist care for 14-21 days minimum (incubation 
period).

Risk Level Classification and Emergency Evaluation of Dental 
Patients

In the dental practice, complete medical history is mandatory 
with the screening questioner, detection of Potential COVID Virus 

Risk level in patients (Table 2) and evaluation of specific emergency 
correctly too. It’s vital to measure the body temperature of the 
patient using infrared thermal sensors cameras or a remote forehead 
thermometer [62]. Elective dental care deferred also as in role one if 
patient temperature is [>100.4°F = 38°C] and/or respiratory disease 
symptom observed.

Isolation of Patients in the Clinic or Hospitals: Suspected 
individual should be separated in well-ventilated waiting place 6 
feet minimum from the normal patients looking for dental care 
[63]. Patient are advised to use medical masks and use respiratory 
hygiene, like covering the nose and mouth by tissue when sneezing 
and coughing, and then throw the tissue [63].These are the guidelines 
recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) Moreover we have to educate patient for self -quarantine them 
and consult their doctors to check the possibility of being infected 
with COVID-19.

Dental Patients 

I nitial Screening  

Sign & Symptom  of COVID V 

Suspision 

Elective Care 
Urgent care 

(Acute pain/swelling ) 
Emergency Care  

Travel History / Epidemiological 
Link  

Perform Dental 
Treatment 

Standard Contact & airborne precautions 
Chest X ray & CT. Screening 
Report to Local / State health care agency  
  

Defer treatment for 2-3 weeks 
Close follow-up by phone or video call 
  

Pharmacological treatment by  
Antibiotics and analgesic 

Close follow-up by phone or video call 
  

Perform dental treatment in  
Negative pressure room / Air born 
 infection isolation room 
  

 
Figure 3: Dental Patient Screening of COVID V and Dental Management cited from Amber Ather [15].

Risk Clinical Picture

Low No
No Symptom (cough, fever…)
No contact with positive infected persons
Non stay in high risk area during last 14 days

Intermediate Risk
Presence of Symptom with

No Medical History for contact with positive persons
Non stay in high risk area during last 14 days

No Symptom/but
Contact with positive infected persons
Stay in high risk area during last 14 days

High Risk* At least 1 Symptom + 1 of the following
Contact with positive infected persons
Stay in high risk area during last 14 days

*In an emergency setting, all procedures must be considered high risk if adequate history can't be assessed. 

Table 2: Potential COVID Virus Risk Classification Cited from Alessandro Repici [72].
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Pharmacologic Management: In presence of true emergency 
dental care like tooth pain and or swelling in infected or suspected 
individuals, its preferable to manage with analgesics or/and antibiotics 
as alternative which can give good relief in addition it offers dentist 
time to make a prcedures to give teeth care with suitable measures in 
clinic to hinder the transmission (Figure 4).

Special Dental Recommendation in Treatment

Dental treatment decision can depend on case assessment with 
emergency questioner. Mostly active patients not present to dental 
units seeking treatment only in case of trauma presence or in sever 
space infection which might need surgical intervention.

Under these critical situations which is fill of danger that can be 
faced by dental professional in specialized dental health care centers 
or hospitals, dentist should be aware and alert for some definite 
and precise recommendation which are estimated and published in 
various articles since attack and outbreak of COVID virus. These are:

•	 Personal protective equipment [PPE] and hand hygiene 
practices used appropriately to prevent direct contact, and 
airborne (Figures 5-7).

•	 Patient advice to use mouth rinse before intervention. Various 
published articles estimate that previous studies have shown 
that SARS and MERS were highly susceptible to povidone 
mouth rinse [64]. Therefore, pre procedural mouth rinse with 
0.2% povidone-iodine might reduce the load of corona viruses 
in saliva [62,65].

•	 Disposable equipment use mandatory such as mouth 
mirror, syringes and blood pressure cuff to prevent cross-
contamination.

•	 Intraoral imaging should be avoided as it can initiate gag reflex. 
Instead extraoral imaging such as panoramic radiograph or 
CBCT. In special situations when intraoral imaging is required, 
sensors should be double barrier to prevent perforation and 
cross-contamination [66].

•	 Rubber dam use highly indicated as it’s minimizing splatter 
generation and it covers the nose.

•	 High risk of contaminated droplet spread through use of high 
speed handpieces, triple syringe and ultrasonic instruments 
for these reason dentists should reduce the use of high-speed 
handpieces and three-way syringes.

•	 Routine dental practice setting is not suitable for suspected or 
confirmed patients [63].

•	 Human coronavirus can survive on inanimate surfaces up 
to 9 days at room temperature, with a greater preference for 
humid conditions [56]. Therefore, clinic staff should make 
sure to disinfect inanimate surfaces using chemicals recently 
approved for COVID-19 and maintain a dry environment to 
curb the spread of SARS-CoV-2 [67].

•	 Universal precautions are cleared by the American Dental 
Association [ADA] all over the worlds which focus on those 
dentists nationwide deferred any elective treatment up to 2-3 

Dental emergencies
Uncontrolled bleeding

Cellulitis or a diffuse soft-tissue bacterial 
infection with intra-oral or extra-oral 

swelling that potentially compromises 
the patient’s airway

Trauma involving facial bones, 
potentially compromising the 

patient’s airway

Dental urgencies

Severe dental pain from pulpal 
inflammation

Pericoronitis or third-molar pain
dry socket dressing changes

Abscess, or localized bacterial 
infection resulting in localized pain 

and swelling

Tooth fracture resulting in pain or 
causing soft tissue trauma

Dental trauma with 
avulsion/luxation

Biopsy of abnormal tissue

Final crown/bridge cementation if 
the temporary restoration is lost, 

broken or causing gingival 
irritation

Figure 4: American Dental Association: Interim Guidance for Management of Emergency and Urgent Dental Care. Cited from Ciro Bocchetti [73].
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Figure 5: A visual guide to safe PPE Cited from Public Health England Gateway [74].

Figure 6: Covid-19 Protection (PPE) - Putting-on-for-Aerosol-Procedure Cited from Guidance Public Health England [75].
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Figure 7: Covid-19 Protection (PPE) - Doffing-for-Aerosol-Procedures Cited from Guidance Public Health England [75].

weeks. Emergency treatments take place with high precaution 
under the idea that patients supposed to be asymptomatically 
infected with COVID virus [68,69].

•	 Dentist as health care providers must keep themselves up 
to date about this evolving disease and provide adequate 
training to their staff to promote many levels of screening and 
preventive measures

State Responsibilities in COVID Outbreak

Politically, related to the crisis all efforts from the Prime Minister 
as well as other ministers such as (Ministry of Education, Ministry 
of Defense) also Civil Society Institutions, Medical and Dental 
Associations extra, gathered to support ministry of Health and World 
Health Organization in Iraq. To avoid transmission and dissemination, 
certain recommendation followed nationally and applied in my 
country too through the decision of Iraqi Health Minister. These 
recommendations briefly are:

Anticipation and Control Measures

•	 Forming the Epidemiological Crisis Control Committee 
responsible for Evidence-based control strategy decision 
making and adjustments is the key epidemic indicator. 
Responsibilities of committee to declare and aware institutions 
about effect of infection prevention and control [IPC] 
measures in various health care settings.

•	 Responsibilities also to pursuit entry and exit screening 
for individuals travelling and be aware of its effect public 
health control measures and their socio-economic impact. 
Movement restriction, Impose of curfew for emergency 
only, School and workplace closures all these actions were 
taken to avoid outbreak. Moreover educate individuals about 
Social distancing importance wearing mask in general public, 
mandatory quarantine for proved infected persons and 
voluntary quarantine with active surveillance.

•	 Different stages of outbreak should be assessed, risk, capacities 
and time screening is crucial in program recommendations, 
assess response of infected individuals all this aims to reach 
balance between reposes and social development.

•	 Initiate timely scientific evidence based, efficient and flexible 
joint multi-sectorial mechanism, which is driven by strong 
government leadership.

Practical Recommendations which Depend on Published Articles

•	 Keep in touch with the newly observed surveillance all over 
the country with early investigation priorities.

•	 Sharing information on patient management, disease 
progression and severity and favorable management outcomes.

•	 Estimation of Clinical care and infection control according 
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to national evidence based guidelines as example isolation 
of suspected patients in special pre equipped prepared well 
centers.

•	 Instruct all health care workers with specific to physicians to 
be alert for detection of cases can be infected with COVID-19 
as well as ensure maintenance of usual and essential services 
during the outbreak.

•	 Encourage pathogenesis studies can be accomplished using 
biopsy/post-mortem specimens of COVID-19 patients.

Nineveh Local Dealing Measures for COVID Virus Outbreak 
Crisis

Governorate represented by the Governor’ rule, Nineveh Health 
Directorate with specification for my institution ( Al-Salam Teaching 
Hospital), Crisis Cell Committee, Army and Police leaderships joined 
forces and efforts to take all local protection measures to avoid the 
spread of the disease all over the governorate. Follow guidelines 
on evidence based policy with continued recommendation and 
observation of the Ministry of Health and World Health Organization 
taking into account the outbreak scenarios in other countries whether 
near or far with all expectations to what happen in the next step. 

The most vital recommendations in general speaking are:

•	 Prevent traveling; close all local borders avoiding entry and 
exit for any persons.

•	 Prepare health care providers in different specialties and in all 
grades, learn them to be aware for the disease as a whole. Deal 
with persons attained as suspicious till prove otherwise that 
mean take all precautions of safe distance, mask, gown, avoid 
direct contact with saliva, blood and other body fluids.

•	 Educate individuals as much as possible how to avoid 
transmission, safety contact, observe abnormal clinical 
symptoms, self – quarantine, urgent seeking contact if 
suspicion present.

•	 Stop institutional works, schools and universities.

•	 Impose a curfew with exception for emergencies and health 
care workers.

•	 Prepare special quarantine hospitals for suspected and 
confirmed cases. Highly equipped isolated rooms arranged to 
manage the patients in all circumstances. Al-Salam Teaching 
Hospital and Al-Shifaa General Hospital are chosen to be 
arranged for receive suspected and confirmed cases.

•	 Prevent dentist from practice work in their clinics and advice 
dental health centers to deal with only critical cases under 
precautions with as possible defer any treatment can establish 
infection.

Conclusion

In conclusion, protection of public in an intensive crisis such as 
Corona virus disaster are responsibilities of all with no exception 

starting from individuals themselves and ending with the Prime 
Minister. Great duties are established on healthcare workers and 
maintaining high standards of care and infection control are priorities 
for all. Its logical from the evidence based research that dealing with 
the crisis is challenge to all, moreover is imperative to improve current 
real strategies for anticipation and protection.

Dentist as eminent segment of the society are liable to handle their role 
in prevention and protection against outbreak of the crisis. We focus on 
saliva essential role in the human-to-human transmission and diagnosis 
of COVID-19 infection positivity of cases. Dental care providers need 
to be aware and prepared for tackling any impending infectious disease 
challenge which can be life threatening to susceptible patients.

All what described previously, is a brief review can be used for 
starting education argument and continue to be updated by others.

Review Limitations

Need more detailed descriptions in each part of the study with 
referral to clinical cases studies.
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